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Alpha®Accessories

A
ccesso

ries

Achieving a healthy and comfortable fit in a prosthesis can sometimes come down to small 
yet powerful solutions. Aids to successful and comfortable suspension are easy to find with 
WillowWood’s Alpha Accessories.

VOLUME MANAGEMENT PADS

Volume Management Pads have a gel 
thickness of 3 mm.

Alpha Socket Pads have a gel thickness 
of either 6 mm or 12 mm.

To help manage daily volume changes, place the Alpha Volume Management Pad between the limb 
and the liner in areas where volume has been lost. This product is a great alternative to socks for 
managing daily volume changes. Available in a set of three different sizes (small, medium, and large) 
or in a set of three pads of the same size. The pads are made of the same skin-friendly Classic gel 
that is used in Alpha Liners. Pads may be stacked on top of each other when necessary.

Relieve pressure points or sensitive areas in the socket while maintaining total surface weight bearing by 
incorporating these fabric-covered pads into the socket. Alpha Socket Pads are available in four shapes: 
circular, small oval, large oval, tear drop. The pads are sold in sets of four pads and in the Buff color only. 

WARRANTY           30 days from date of patient fitting

WARRANTY           30 days from date of patient fitting

Size Item #

Small ALA-VM-SM

Medium (shown) ALA-VM-MD

Large ALA-VM-LG

One of each size ALA-VM

Size Item # Size Item #

Circular (12 mm) ALA-S1 Circular (6 mm) ALA-S6

Small Oval (12 mm) ALA-S2 Small Oval (6 mm) ALA-S7

Large Oval (12 mm) ALA-S3 Large Oval (6 mm) ALA-S8

Tear Drop (12 mm) ALA-S4 Tear Drop (6 mm) ALA-S9

4 Different (12 mm) ALA-S5 4 Different (6 mm) ALA-S0

ITEM NUMBERS

ITEM NUMBERS

Sold in sets of three. 

ALPHA SOCKET PADS

Sold in sets of four.

ALPHA GEL CUPS

An additional 3 mm of gel on the distal end of the residual limb adds thickness to the liner and 
protects sensitive limbs. Alpha Gel Cups are available in four sizes and sold individually. These gel 
cups are made of Alpha Classic Gel and fit well with Alpha Liners.

WARRANTY           30 days from date of patient fitting

Size Item #

Small ALA-CS-1

Medium ALA-CM-1

Large ALA-CL-1

Extra Large ALA-CX-1

ITEM NUMBERS
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Product Item #

Alpha Interlock Suspension System with Alpha Lock 700-AIS480

Alpha Interlock Suspension System with Alpha Lock with Titanium Pyramid 700-AIS481

Alpha Interlock Suspension System Lock Pin 1-1/2” 700-AIS482

Alpha Interlock Suspension System Hardware Kit 700-AIS483

Alpha Interlock Suspension System Lock Pin 2” 700-AIS488

ALPHA® LOCK

The contoured design allows for easy pin alignment within the locking mechanism. The Alpha 
Lock has a built-in one-way expulsion air valve which minimizes pistoning. Available with or 
without a titanium pyramid. The Alpha Lock is part of the Alpha Interlock™ Suspension System. 
This system allows you to interchange suspension methods without remaking a socket. The Alpha 
Lock may be used in laminated or thermoplastic sockets.

ITEM NUMBERS

ALPHA® LANYARD

Incorporates an easy-to-use release 
mechanism.

The Alpha Lanyard includes suction with a one-way air expulsion valve plus a locking mechanism. 
Product design features an easy release mechanism. Available with or without a titanium pyramid. 
The lanyard is part of the Alpha Interlock™ Suspension System. This system allows you to interchange 
suspension methods without remaking a socket.

Product Item #

Alpha Lanyard Interlock Suspension System with Alpha Lanyard 700-AIS100

Alpha Lanyard Interlock Suspension System with Alpha Lanyard 
with Titanium Pyramid 700-AIS101

ITEM NUMBERS

Simple and easy fabrication process.

L-CODE SUGGESTIONS L5671

WARRANTY One year from date of patient fitting

L-CODE SUGGESTIONS L5671

WARRANTY One year from date of patient fitting

ALPHA® LAMINATION LOCK
The Alpha Lamination Lock is small in size, light in weight, and can be used in either a one-step 
or a two-step lamination. With the incorporation of an attachment plate in a two-step lamination, 
various angle options can be utilized to optimize foot alignment instead of allowing the shuttle 
lock to dictate alignment. The Alpha Lamination Lock adapts to all six Alpha Locking Liner sizes 
— from small to extra-large. An airtight fit is achieved with the inclusion of a pin seal, which seals 
off the socket. One pin is included with each lock.

Product Item #

Alpha Lamination Lock 700-AL600 

Alpha Lamination Lock with Titanium Pyramid 700-AL601

Alpha Lamination Lock - Lock Mechanism 700-AL602

ITEM NUMBERS

The Alpha Lamination Lock has a weight 
limit of 350 lbs (160 kg).

L-CODE SUGGESTIONS L5671

WARRANTY One year from date of patient fitting
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G-LOCK

The G-Lock includes a one-way expulsion valve to provide suction suspension as well as a 
standard pin locking mechanism with pin seal. The lock allows a user to secure the locking pin in 
place at the nearest groove. With this unique design, amputees receive the security of a pin while 
minimizing pistoning through the use of suction. With its drop-in design, the G-Lock is CAD-
friendly yet also easy to work with in tradi tional fabrication processes. For use in laminated or 
thermoplastic sockets, the G-Lock is easy to fabricate, allows for one-step lamination, and has a 
four-hole pattern for attachment to the socket. The G-Lock comes with one 38 mm pin. A tooling 
kit is required for use with the G-Lock.

Product Item #

G-Lock 700-GL480

G-Lock with Titanium Pyramid 700-GL481

G-Lock Lamination Tooling 700-GL491

G-Lock Thermoplastic Tooling 700-GL492

Provides suction suspension and a 
standard pin lock.

One 38 mm pin is included with the 
G-Lock.

L-CODE SUGGESTIONS L5671

WARRANTY One year from date of patient fitting
ITEM NUMBERS

MINI G-LOCK
The Mini G-Lock is designed to meet the needs of upper extremity and pediatric amputees. The 
Mini G-Lock has a standard pin locking mechanism with pin seal. The design of this small lock 
allows the user to secure the locking pin in place at the nearest groove. The Mini G-Lock is CAD-
friendly but still easy to use in tradi tional fabrication processes. The Mini G-Lock can be used in 
both exoskeletal and endoskeletal prostheses. Only use this lock with laminated sockets. 

Product Item #

Mini G-Lock 700-MGL480 

Mini G-Lock Body Only 700-MGL490

Mini G-Lock Fabrication Tooling 700-MGL491

The Mini G-Lock allows the user to secure 
the locking pin.

L-CODE SUGGESTIONS L5671

WARRANTY One year from date of patient fitting

ITEM NUMBERS
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ALPHA® SUCTION INSERT

The Suction Insert is a lightweight suction device that is easy to fabricate into a socket by using a 
common distal adapter . The suction insert is part of the Alpha Interlock™ Suspension System. This 
system allows you to interchange suspension methods from suction to locking without remaking a 
socket. Alpha Interlock™ Suspension System has a patient weight limit of 250 lbs (115 kg).

Product Item #

Alpha Interlock Suspension System 
with Alpha Suction Insert 700-AIS500

Alpha Interlock Suspension System 
with Alpha Suction Insert with Titanium Pyramid 700-AIS501

ITEM NUMBERS

SUCTION SPACER PLATE

The Suction Spacer Plate contains a maintenance-free expulsion valve and is used for converting any 
socket with a four-hole pattern into a suction socket. Weighing only 36 grams and measuring only 
3/8” (9.5 mm) thick, the Suction Spacer Plate is available by itself or packaged in a kit with one of 
our 4-hole components. The Suction Spacer Plate has a patient weight limit of 250 lbs (115 kg).

Product Item #

Suction Spacer Plate 700-SP500

ITEM NUMBERS

Compatible with the Alpha® Interlock™ 
Suspension System.

Alpha® Suction Insert (left). 
Distal Adapter (right).

The Suction Spacer can be used to 
convert a socket into a suction socket.

L-CODE SUGGESTIONS L5647 or L5652

WARRANTY One year from date of patient fitting

L-CODE SUGGESTIONS L5647 or L5652

WARRANTY One year from date of patient fitting
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SUCTION PYRAMID

The Suction Pyramid is the recommended suspension product for laminated sockets. Its one-way air 
expulsion valve is contained within a four-hole pyramid adapter and bolted onto the distal end of the 
socket. Available in either stainless steel or titanium, the Suction Pyramid can be purchased by itself 
or in a kit with a Laminated Socket Attachment Block.

Product Item #

Magnum Titanium Suction Pyramid (61 g) MHD-SP4

Pediatric Titanium Suction Pyramid Kit PPF-SP470

Pediatric Titanium Suction Pyramid (33 g) PPF-SP471

Suction Pyramid Kit - Stainless Steel 700-SP460

Suction Pyramid - Stainless Steel (100 g) 700-SP461

Suction Pyramid Kit - Titanium 700-SP470

Suction Pyramid - Titanium (64 g) 700-SP471

ITEM NUMBERS

ALPHA® SUCTION PRO

Easy to install, this suction component provides outstanding suction suspension in either thermoplas-
tic or laminated sockets. Besides including a maintenance-free air expulsion valve, the Alpha Suction 
Pro supplies additional cushioning at the distal end. This unit can be used on both transtibial and 
transfemoral prostheses. A one-time purchase of a reusable tooling kit is required.

Product Item #

Alpha Suction Pro 700-SP100

Alpha Suction Pro with Titanium Pyramid 700-SP101

Alpha Suction Pro Lamination Tooling Kit 700-SP110

Alpha Suction Pro Thermoplastic Tooling Kit 700-SP111

Alpha Suction Pro Valve Kit 700-SP300

ITEM NUMBERS

Available in Stainless Steel or Titanium.

The Alpha® Suction Pro supplies 
additional cushioning at the distal end.

L-CODE SUGGESTIONS L5647 or L5652

PATIENT WEIGHT LIMIT Pediatric Titanium: 132 lbs (60 kg)
  Magnum Titanium: 350 lb (160 kg) for U.S. Activity Levels 1-3
                               250 lb (115 kg) for U.S. Activity Level 4*
  Stainless Steel: 250 lbs (115 kg)
  Titanium: 250 lbs (115 kg)

WARRANTY One year from date of patient fitting

L-CODE SUGGESTIONS L5647 or L5652

WARRANTY One year from date of patient fitting
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Alpha Classic® Sleeve

Overview
The Alpha Classic Sleeve is composed of Alpha gel and fabric on both the outside and inner cuff. It 
can be used in conjunction with any of our suction suspension products to obtain added security with 
an airtight seal. This seal features an interior fabric cuff to protect the Alpha gel from being damaged 
by the socket trim line.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS:

• Original fabric and 
 mineral-oil-based gel

• Aids in creating successful 
suspension solution

• Interior fabric cuff 
 prevents damage to 
 Alpha gel

• Four sizes

The Alpha Classic Sleeve  
is only available in Buff.
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Ordering Guidelines: Alpha Classic® Sleeves 
Please refer to the illustrations for recommendations for fitting Alpha Classic Sleeves. 
SIZING GUIDE 

L-CODE SUGGESTIONS L5685 

WARRANTY 2 months from date of invoice

Proximal circumference is
measured 6” (15 cm)
from center of patella.

Distal circumference is
measured at center of
patella.

Size Item #

Small ALS-33B

Medium ALS-30B

Large ALS-36B

Extra Large ALS-37B

ITEM NUMBERS
C

lassic

Small
ALS-33B

Medium
ALS-30B
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Proximal Measurement

   

    

Large
ALS-36B

Extra Large
ALS-37B
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Alpha Hybrid® Sleeves 
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Overview
Featuring a highly flexible fabric for greater comfort, flexibility and increased range of motion, the Alpha 
Hybrid Sleeve may be used with locking suspension, suction suspension, or with LimbLogic® for creating 
an airtight seal. The Alpha Hybrid Sleeve uses Hybrid Gel which provides a balance of greater durability 
with comfort. For even more durability, the Alpha Hybrid Sleeve features a contoured polyurethane pad 
on the interior fabric cuff. This pad, which covers the typical socket brim, helps reduce damage to the 
seal due to impacts in the brim area.

Designed specifically for transfemoral amputees, the Alpha Hybrid AK Sleeve may be used with 
suction suspension as well as with LimbLogic® for creating an airtight seal. The sleeve features the 
same flexible fabric as the transtibial Alpha Hybrid Sleeve. The Alpha Hybrid AK Sleeve also uses 
Hybrid Gel providing a balance of greater durability with comfort.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS:

• Transtibial sleeve 
 provides extra protection 
 at socket brim line

• Features Hybrid Gel

• Flexible fabric

  

Both the Alpha 
Hybrid AK Sleeves 
and Alpha Hybrid 
Sleeves have a gel 
thickness of 3 mm.
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Ordering Guidelines: Alpha Hybrid® Sleeves 
SIZING GUIDE

L-CODE SUGGESTIONS L5685 
  L5999 (AK Sleeve)

WARRANTY 3 months from date of invoice

H
yb

rid

Proximal circumference is
measured 6” (15 cm)
from center of patella.

Distal circumference is
measured at center of
patella.

Size Item #

Buff Black

Size 2 ALS-52B ALS-52K

Size 3 ALS-53B ALS-53K

Size 4 ALS-54B ALS-54K

Size 5 ALS-55B ALS-55K

Size 6 ALS-56B ALS-56K

Size 7 ALS-57B ALS-57K

Size 8 ALS-58B ALS-58K

Size Item #

Small ALS-63K

Medium ALS-60K

Large ALS-66K

Extra Large ALS-67K

*Hybrid Sleeve sizes 3-8 have staggered ranges  
of measurements.

ITEM NUMBERS - ALPHA HYBRID SLEEVE

ITEM NUMBERS - ALPHA HYBRID AK SLEEVE

Please refer to the illustrations for recommendations for fitting Alpha Hybrid Sleeves.
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ALS-54X

Size 6

Size 7
ALS-56X

ALS-57X

Size 8  ALS-58X

Size 2
ALS-52X

Size 3
ALS-53X

Size 5
ALS-55X

Proximal Measurement

Proximal circumference is 
measured 2” (5 cm) from 
the Ischial Tuberosity.

Distal circumference is  
measured 6” (15 cm) from 
the proximal measurement.
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Large
ALS-66K

Small
ALS-63K

Medium
ALS-60K

Proximal Measurement

    

Extra Large
ALS-67K

*Hybrid AK Sleeve sizes Medium, Large, and Extra Large  
have staggered ranges of measurements.
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Overview
The LimbLogic Sleeve works with the LimbLogic controller to ensure an airtight, secure system. This 
fabric-covered silicone sleeve comes with a separate silicone cuff. The cuff is placed directly over the 
socket’s trim line for extra protection from wear and impact. The sleeve is then donned over the cuff.

The LimbLogic Sleeve  has a repositionable silicone cuff allowing patients using elevated vacuum 
to fix a leak immediately. This clever, yet simple, design allows the cuff to be repositioned. Should 
a patient puncture their sleeve, they can rotate the cuff and immediately regain an airtight seal. 
Additionally, the fabric used on the LimbLogic Sleeve enhances knee flexibility for ease and comfort 
of movement.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS:

• Innovative silicone sleeve 
with repositionable 

 silicone cuff

• Recommended for use 
with LimbLogic® as well as 
other vacuum systems 

• Enhances knee flexibility
  
• Repairable silicone for 

extended sleeve wear

• Uses proprietary 
 platinum-cured, medical 

grade silicone

The LimbLogic® 
Sleeve is available 
in colors Taupe and 
Black.

LimbLogic® Sleeve

L
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  S
leeve

Partner the LimbLogic Sleeve with 
the LimbLogic system to create an 
airtight seal.
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Product Item #

LimbLogic® Sleeve with Cuff, Taupe, Small LLS-CTSM

LimbLogic® Sleeve with Cuff, Black, Small LLS-CKSM

LimbLogic® Sleeve with Cuff, Taupe, Medium LLS-CTMD

LimbLogic® Sleeve with Cuff, Black, Medium LLS-CKMD

LimbLogic® Sleeve with Cuff, Taupe, Large LLS-CTLG

LimbLogic® Sleeve with Cuff, Black, Large LLS-CKLG

LimbLogic® Sleeve with Cuff, Taupe, Extra Large LLS-CTXL

LimbLogic® Sleeve with Cuff, Black, Extra Large LLS-CKXL

Replacement LimbLogic® Sealing Cuff, Small LLC-SM

Replacement LimbLogic® Sealing Cuff, Medium LLC-MD

Replacement LimbLogic® Sealing Cuff, Large LLC-LG

Replacement LimbLogic® Sealing Cuff, Extra Large LLC-XL

Ordering Guidelines: LimbLogic® Sleeve

ITEM NUMBERS
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PRODUCT COLOR  Available in Taupe or Black

SLEEVE THICKNESS 3 mm
CUFF THICKNESS 2 mm tapering to 1.5 mm at proximal and distal

L-CODE SUGGESTIONS L5685

WARRANTY 3 months from date of invoice

Please refer to the illustrations for recommendations for fitting the LimbLogic® Sleeve.
SIZING GUIDE

Proximal
Measurement

15 cm (6 in)
from knee center

Knee Center
Measurement

Medium LargeSmall

Proximal
Measurement

Knee Center
Measurement

MediumSmall

38 - 57 cm
(15 - 22.5 in)

30 - 42 cm
(12 - 16.5 in)

25 - 31 cm
(10 - 13.5 in)

47 - 72 cm
(18.5 - 28.5 in)

39 - 57cm
(15.5 - 22.5 in)

31 - 43 cm
(12.25 - 17 in)

Large

Extra Large

Extra Large

 47 - 71 cm
(18.5 - 28 in)

57 - 86 cm
(22.5 - 34 in)


